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Subject: Unseen message count includes part/join activity on reconnect

Description: Time as of this bug report is 9:47. I have just seen all messages in smuxi, then closed the client and 

reopened it. Smuxi now helpfully shows me unseen messages, but there are 2 bugs:



1. Unseen messages include some already-seen ones. (see #1058)

2. Part/join activity is counted as unseen messages



The attached screenshots display both behaviors: first screenshot is smuxi right after it started, second 

screenshot shows that the unseen message was a part/join activity, and that it was old (as I had already 

seen all messages before 9:30 or so).



This is smuxi 1.0rc4 client on debian sid connecting to a smuxi engine 1.0rc4 on debian sid

On the engine computer:



% mono --version

Mono JIT compiler version 3.2.8 (Debian 3.2.8+dfsg-10)

Copyright (C) 2002-2014 Novell, Inc, Xamarin Inc and Contributors. www.mono-project.com

        TLS:           __thread

        SIGSEGV:       altstack

        Notifications: epoll

        Architecture:  amd64

        Disabled:      none

        Misc:          softdebug 

        LLVM:          supported, not enabled.

        GC:            sgen





On the client computer:

% mono --version

Mono JIT compiler version 4.0.1 (tarball Tue May 12 15:39:23 UTC 2015)

Copyright (C) 2002-2014 Novell, Inc, Xamarin Inc and Contributors. www.mono-project.com

        TLS:           __thread

        SIGSEGV:       altstack

        Notifications: epoll

        Architecture:  amd64

        Disabled:      none

        Misc:          softdebug 

        LLVM:          supported, not enabled.

        GC:            sgen
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History

05/22/2015 02:58 PM - Mirco Bauer

- Category set to Frontend GNOME

- Assigned to set to Mirco Bauer

- Priority changed from Normal to Urgent

- Target version set to 1.0

- Complexity set to Low

05/22/2015 03:06 PM - Felipe Sateler

I have cloned the bug for issue 1 as ticket #1058.



I can't seem to be able to change the title and initial message here, though :/

05/22/2015 10:07 PM - Mirco Bauer

Felipe Sateler wrote:

> I have cloned the bug for issue 1 as ticket #1058.

> 

> I can't seem to be able to change the title and initial message here, though :/



Don't worry, I can! :-D

05/22/2015 10:08 PM - Mirco Bauer

- Subject changed from Unseen message count includes part/join activity on reconnect, marks seen as unseen to Unseen message count includes part/join activity on reconnect

05/22/2015 10:14 PM - Mirco Bauer

- Status changed from New to Closed

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:"889816b409a73016a698c679f8c640cba31fca6c".
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